Silsoe VC Lower School Risk Assessment
Re-opening September 2020

AUGUST 1, 2020

Silsoe VC Lower School Risk Assessment
( V1 – 8/8/20)
Risk Assessment for:

What are you risk assessing?

Reopening school

Risk assessing the site (internal and external learning and working environment, entrances and exits), considering
vulnerabilities of staff and children and formulated individual risk assessments where appropriate, to ascertain if it is safe
to reopen the school with regard to Covid 19 and DfE guidance.

Establishment:

Assessment by:

Date:

Silsoe VC Lower School

Sarah Boyle (Headteacher),

8/8/20

In consultation with Governors, SLT, Office Manager, Site
Manager and other staff.
Risk assessment number/ref:

Approved by Governors:

Date:

Sarah Boyle

1.9.20

Risk assessment review due: To be reviewed weekly initially (first half term) on return to school. Review daily if required.
(Usually within one year, or sooner in the event of any incident, change in equipment / conditions / circumstances, or if there is reason to believe that the
assessment is no longer valid or fit for purpose. It’s a good idea to set initial review dates to be much sooner, to check that a new risk assessment is working
properly).
Further health and safety guidance specific to schools may be found on the CBC Schools Portal and the Department for Education website. The Health and
Safety Executive website also provides information on risk management / assessment and health and safety in the education sector.
Should schools identify hazards in schools which would prevent schools meeting the expectations of the, new DfE action for schools during the coronavirus
outbreak guidance, they should advise the LA of this accordingly. The LA will support schools in determining their next steps.
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Risk assessment based on Guidance published on 7th August 2020. Italics text indicates extract from guidance.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools
(schools and settings should refer also to the Government Guidance listed at the end in completing this assessment):
The risk assessment checklist below covers the minimum expectation of the measures schools should be putting in place. It is not possible for this risk
assessment to account for issues or circumstances that are specific to each individual setting. Therefore, schools are advised to add any further
considerations that apply to their school.
The document is organised into 5 sections:
1: Prior to opening

3. Safeguarding

2: On Opening

4. Governance

5. Finance/ Business considerations

Risks should be assessed as:
Red: High risk (significant impact on the school’s ability to function safely/ make required or appropriate provision)
Amber: Medium risk (some challenges but able to sufficiently reduce risks to function safely / take action to make required or appropriate provision)
Green: Low risk (Systems/ processes are in place or can readily be implemented to significantly reduce any risk/ make required or appropriate provision)
Please note:



Schools should only open where they consider it safe and correct to do so based on a risk assessment.
Schools should seek to meet the expectations of the national guidance documents in all of their planning.

Prior to opening
Staff considerations
Assessment Area

Staff who are medically extremely vulnerable have been
identified

RAG

Action taken

Staff questionnaire to elicit individual medical
conditions previously undertaken.

Action to be
taken

Action by whom

LA support /
project
needed?

SBoyle
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Shielding measures have been paused from the 1st
August 2020, with the exception of areas where local
lockdown means that shielding will continue.
Therefore, clinically extremely vulnerable can return to
school in September 2020 provided school has
implemented the system of controls outlined in
reopening guidance and in line with the school’s own
workplace risk assessment.
(Reopening Guidance 7.8.20)

We are following current guidance; school
leaders explain to staff the measures in place
to reduce risks. Adherence to measures in
guidance to provide reassurance for staff to
return.
Opportunity for staff to discuss any concerns
with leaders and for protective measures to
be discussed.

Staff who are clinically vulnerable have been identified.

Staff questionnaire undertaken to elicit
individual medical conditions.

Clinically vulnerable staff can return to school in
September. While in school they should follow the
sector-specific measures to minimise the risks of
transmission.

Consideration has been given

This includes:



S Boyle

Identified as clinically vulnerable:
(for confidentiality, names not shared
publicly, names recorded on Risk Assessment
on file in School)

taking particular care to observe good hand
and respiratory hygiene,
minimising contact and maintaining social
distancing …ideally, adults should maintain 2
metre distance from others, and where this is
not possible avoid close face to face contact
and minimise time spent within 1 metre of
others.

Staff who are pregnant

Risk Assessment written in consultation with
staff member, to be finalised prior to start of
term.

SBoyle
Line Manager

Pregnant women are in the ‘clinically vulnerable’
category, and are generally advised to follow the above
advice, which applies to all staff in schools. Employers
should conduct a risk assessment for pregnant women
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in line with the Management of Health and Safety at
Work Regulations 1999 (MHSW).
The Royal College of Obstetrics and Gynaecology
(RCOG) has published occupational health advice for
employers and pregnant women. This document
includes advice for women from 28 weeks gestation or
with underlying health conditions who may be at
greater risk. We advise employers and pregnant women
to follow this advice and to continue to monitor for
future updates to it.

Staff who are from BAME backgrounds

Schools should bear in mind the potential concerns of
pupils, parents and households who may be reluctant
or anxious about returning and put the right support in
place to address this. This may include… those
concerned about the comparatively increased risk from
coronavirus (COVID-19), including those from Black,
Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME)

Staff asked who fall under BAME category;
school leaders discuss any concerns staff
have and share measures in place to mitigate
risks.

SBoyle
Line Managers

Vitamin D supplements, staff from BAME
backgrounds encouraged to have their
Vitamin D levels tested, consult their GP with
potential to take Vitamin D supplements.

Also see guidance form BAMEed.

Discuss use of PPE or how to mitigate risk
where social distancing not possible.

Risk assessments have been carefully completed in
consultation with any clinically vulnerable staff member
who chooses to take on roles that don’t allow for safe
distancing. Whether this risk is acceptable has been
discussed with them.

School leaders to discuss risk assessment and
mitigating measures with some staff
members supporting children with SEND
needs, where social distancing is not always
possible

SBoyle
Line Managers &
SENCO discuss
SEND children
with 1:1 TA’s
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If staff are concerned, including those who may be
clinically vulnerable, clinically extremely vulnerable or
at increased comparative risk from coronavirus, we
recommend school leaders discuss any concerns
individuals may have around their particular
circumstances and reassure staff about the protective
measures in place.

Staff living with a clinically extremely vulnerable person

People who live with those who are clinically extremely
vulnerable or clinically vulnerable can attend the
workplace

Staff questionnaire to elicit individual medical
conditions.

S Boyle

We have also identified those staff members
living with clinically vulnerable
(for confidentiality, names not shared
publicly, names recorded on Risk Assessment
on file in School)

Senior leaders have spoken to staff members
to alleviate any concerns or anxieties.
Determined staffing thresholds for opening/ remaining
open have been agreed with governors: maintaining
consistent staff with each group in EYs and primary and
adhering to Early Years staffing ratios.

From 1 August, wider government policy on going to
work is expected to change, with employers to be given
more discretion about where staff work. Most schoolbased roles are not ideally suited to home working and
schools may expect most staff to return to work in
settings. Some roles, such as some administrative roles,

Thresholds in mainstream:
2 adults in each class (Teacher and TA)

SBoyle

Staffing for the SEMH Provision-usually 5,
depending on numbers in provision,
minimum of 3

SBoyle & SShires

Staffing threshold for office: 3 (at any one
time in office)
Risks in office mitigated with desk screens
however two desks back to back (less than
2m) and no screen. Therefore alternative

SBoyle & Office
Manager
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may be conducive to home working, and school leaders
should consider what is feasible and appropriate.

office space in SLT room used on a day when
required (usually Thursday)
Staffing threshold for kitchen: 1 member of
staff can provide 50 lunches
Kitchen staff: number of staff to be finalised
with Kitchen manager

SBoyle
J Gidley liaise with
Kitchen Manager
re final staffing
numbers

Cleaning staff:
Staffing threshold for cleaning: minimum 2
daily
Caretaker: Roger
Additional cleaners: Sam, Tommy

Staff have been informed of self-isolation requirements (in
the event that they or a member of their household is
symptomatic for COVID-19 and / or has been tested
positive for COVID-19) and testing arrangements (in the
event that they or a member of their household displays
symptoms of coronavirus).

This information has been shared with staff
previously and will be sent out again prior to
reopening as well as discussed during training
during INSET day 3rd/4th September

To inform and
clarify again,
arrangements
with staff on
3rd/4th September
training day.

S Boyle

stay at home: guidance for households with possible or
confirmed coronavirus (COVID-19) infection
The school is able to draw on appropriately qualified staff in
nearby schools should a key person be absent. E.g. SENCo,
DSL, Finance Manager

SENCO: We have 4 qualified SENCO’s on site
(TColes, SShires, SWright and SBoyle)

SBoyle

DSL: We have a DSL and two deputy DSL’s
(SShires, SBoyle, CGolder)
Finance Manager- if Jo is unwell we will
contact Sam, our contracted Bursar, to
undertake payroll etc
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Site Agent: Sam is able to deputise for Roger
and we have contact details for site agent
agency staff if required.
There is appropriate cover in terms of appointed persons /
emergency first aid at work trained staff / first aid at work
trained staff and staff with a paediatric first aid qualification
as determined by the school’s first aid needs assessment.

First Aid at work: 1 member of staff
(Michaela Bailey)

SBoyle

Paediatric first aiders-5 on school site
available, who are not clinically vulnerable,
who are identified to respond to child/adult
with Covid 19 symptoms (PPE to be worn) in
addition to general first aid requirements.
(4 in mainstream, 1 in provision)
Michaela Bailey, Cathy Golder, Mel Gwilt,
Adele Godin, Amy Susikow
All other first aiders to support general first
aid needs

Contingency plans are in place should a member of staff be
taken ill e.g. staff cover.

We have limited spare staff capacity who will
be able to cover if required.
We have three HLTA’s (2 x fulltime: Cathy
Golder & Carly Gates, 1 x part time: Roselyn
North) with some capacity to cover teachers.

S Boyle,

We have allocated minimum of two staff
members to each class (Teacher and TA) to
enable breaks and lunches to be covered.
We have some MDSA Bank staff cover
The school has assessed the impact of the crisis on
individual staff and can support them signpost them to
support e.g. bereavement, anxiety.

We have done this throughout.
SShires (Head of Inclusion & Well being
officer, PSHE leader) and Tcoles (SENCO)

SLT to create
SBoyle & SLT
supervision
SShires leading
circles for all staff, Line Managers
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The school has the processes and means to support staff
well-being and manage anxieties on reopening.

have updated staff with signposts to other
agencies/support mechanisms
Risk assessments undertaken and relevant
H&S, Safeguarding elements shared.

See also https://www.gov.uk/government/news/extramental-health-support-for-pupils-and-teachers

Support service available to all staff, contact
details share with staff
Well-being officer (S Shires)

Consideration given as to when the school will allow
external visitors and who will be permitted in the early
stages e.g. contractors, LA personnel, external agencies
supporting children etc.

…School leaders will want to consider how to minimise
the number of visitors to the school where possible.
Where it is necessary to use supply staff and to
welcome visitors to the school such as peripatetic
teachers, those individuals will be expected to comply
with the school’s arrangements for managing and
minimising risk, including taking particular care to
maintain distance from other staff and pupils. To
minimise the numbers of temporary staff entering the
school premises, and secure best value, schools may
wish to use longer assignments with supply teachers
and agree a minimum number of hours across the
academic year. This advice for supply teachers also
applies to other temporary staff working in schools
such as support staff working on a supply basis,
peripatetic teachers such as sports coaches, and those
engaged to deliver before and after school clubs.

Visitors restricted to essential works only.
Parents need to telephone in or book an
appointment.
Contractors restricted to specific times of day
(when children not in) unless an emergency
and risk assessment undertaken and
measures put in place to ensure safe
working.

Once back in
school, SLT to
create
supervision
groups to support
an identified
group of staff.

SLT, SShires leading

JGidley (office
Manager) &
Rpearson (Site
Agent) to
coordinate any
visitors/contractors

Schools should consider how to manage other visitors
to the site, such as contractors, and ensure that the
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risks associated with managing contractors, visitors,
catering staff and deliveries, as well as cleaning staff
on site who may be working throughout the school and
across different groups, are addressed. This will
require close cooperation between both schools and the
other relevant employers. Schools should have
discussions with key contractors about the school’s
control measures and ways of working as part of
planning for the autumn term. Schools should ensure
site guidance on physical distancing and hygiene is
explained to visitors on or before arrival. Where visits
can happen outside of school hours, they should. A
record should be kept of all visitors.

Pupil/ Parent Considerations
Assessment Area

The school is aware of those pupils who are clinically
extremely vulnerable.

Shielding advice for all adults and children will pause
on 1 August, subject to a continued decline in the rates
of community transmission of coronavirus (COVID19). This means that even the small number of pupils
who will remain on the shielded patient list can also
return to school, as can those who have family
members who are shielding. Read the current advice on
shielding

The school has communicated with parents of shielded and
clinically vulnerable pupils to continue to follow medical

RAG

Action taken

Action to be
taken

School is aware of two children (names not
shared publicly, on file in school)

LA support /
project
needed?

SBoyle
Tcoles (SENCO)
Class Teachers of
Clinically
Extremely/
Vulnerable children

They are expected back in school. Staff will
continue to support and regularly liaise with
families.

Communication between XX and XX family
and school via teacher, recorded on CPOM’s,
communicated with Headteacher.

Action by whom

SENCO to
continue to
communicate

SBoyle
TColes (SENCO)
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advice /DFE Guidance re. the vulnerable child or their
siblings attending school.
Awareness of the impact of the crisis on individual pupils /
families.

Identify pupils who are reluctant or anxious about
returning or who are at risk of disengagement and
develop plans for re-engaging them. This should
include disadvantaged and vulnerable children and
young people, especially those who were persistently
absent prior to the pandemic or who have not engaged
with school regularly during the pandemic

The school has communicated with parents re. supporting
their child’s readiness to return to school.

with family &
offer support
School aware of vulnerable pupils and
families and close contact has be maintained
by phone or email throughout lockdown by
SENCO, Inclusion lead and teachers.
Weekly emails to SEN/vulnerable families
from SENCO.

SBoyle
TColes (SENCO)
SShires (Inclusion
lead)

Children to be closely monitored on return in
September

Initial letter was sent to parents, in May,
prior to 1st June reopening with a precis of
measures being taken.

SBoyle

Letter sent to parents in last week of term
with information for September, staggered
drop off and collections times.
Further letter with more details and updated
‘Returning to school handbook’ to be sent to
parents WB: 1st September

The school’s behaviour policy being reviewed, amended
and communicated to pupils, parents and staff

Home school Agreement shared with parents
and on website

Schools should consider updating their behaviour
policies with any new rules/policies, and consider how
to communicate rules/policies clearly and consistently
to staff, pupils and parents, setting clear, reasonable
and proportionate expectations of pupil behaviour.

Update/Covid 19 Addendum to Behaviour
Policy written and shared, on website.
Social distancing statement written and
shared.

S Boyle
SShires
BAmbler
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The reintegration of pupils with EHCPs has been thought
through and planned for individuals.

Each child with an EHCP has their own risk
assessment,

Some pupils with SEND (whether with education,
health and care plans or on SEN support) will need
specific help and preparation for the changes to
routine that this will involve, so teachers and special
educational needs coordinators should plan to meet
these needs, for example using social stories. More
information on pupils with education, health and care
plans can be found in Annex B.

Risk assessments prepared for children in
SEMH provision.

PPE needs have been assessed in terms of standard
requirements (e.g. for cleaning, pupils care, etc.) and
emergency requirements (e.g. where a pupil / member of
staff becomes ill with coronavirus symptoms whilst on site)
with appropriate stock ordered as required and maintained
in line with:

PPE available in school. PPE boxes in each
classroom and in office.

“Safe working in education, childcare and children’s

social care settings, including the use of personal
protective equipment (PPE)” Updated 21 July 2020

SShires
TColes

Sonia Shires (Inclusion Manager) and Teresa
Coles (SENCO) shared risk assessments with
SLT and all relevant staff.

PPE training sourced through
https://www.highspeedtraining.co.uk/healthand-safety/ppe-training-for-healthcare.aspx
Training for first aiders all completed online.

Arranged COSHH
training for
Monday 1st June
for cleaners.

SBoyle
J Gidley

Cleaners training undertaken on 1st June,
COSHH training for staff using cleaning
products.

RPearson

https://www.highspeedtraining.co.uk/healthand-safety/ppe-training-for-healthcare.aspx

SBoyle
JGidley

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/safeworking-in-education-childcare-and-childrens-social-care

Where PPE might be used (ie First aid staff), has
appropriate training been given to allow this to be used
safely?

Completed by all first aiders available to work
in role, dealing with Covid Symptoms,
currently (5)
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School nursing team delivering additional
First Aid/Medical Needs training, remotely,
to ALL first Aiders during Autumn Term.

The measures set out in this guidance provide a
framework for school leaders to put in place
proportionate protective measures for children and
staff, which also ensure that all pupils receive a high
quality education that enables them to thrive and
progress. In welcoming all children back this autumn,
schools will be asked to minimise the number of
contacts that a pupil has during the school day as part
of implementing the system of controls outlined below
to reduce the risk of transmission. If schools follow the
guidance set out here and maximise control measures,
they can be confident they are managing risk
effectively…..

Children to be in class bubbles for the
majority of the time.

Tcoles (SENCO)
SBoyle

Staggered breaks and lunches are in place
and class bubbles will continue outside.
However, there may be times when year
group bubbles are necessary when space is
limited outside i.e field not accessible due to
weather.
Wrap around care:
Children put into consistent bubbles and into
3 groups, the hall will be used for Care Club
as an additional space to enable 3 groups.

….The overarching principle to apply is reducing the
number of contacts between children and staff. This
can be achieved through keeping groups separate (in
‘bubbles’) and through maintaining distance between
individuals…
…At primary school, and in the younger years at
secondary (key stage 3), schools may be able to
implement smaller groups the size of a full class. If that
can be achieved, it is recommended, as this will help to
reduce the number of people who could be asked to
isolate should someone in a group become ill with
coronavirus (COVID-19).
…Some schools may keep children in their class groups
for the majority of the classroom time, but also allow
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mixing into wider groups for specialist teaching,
wraparound care and transport, during the school day.
Schools should assess their circumstances and if classsized groups are not compatible with offering a full
range of subjects or managing the practical logistics
within and around school, they can look to implement
year group sized ‘bubbles’.

Individual arrangements, following risk assessment, have
been made for pupils in prioritised groups who need
continued shielding.

Currently unaware of any children who are
unable to return to school in September

SBoyle
TColes (SENCO)

Drop off/ pick up protocols, minimising adult contact, have
been written and communicated to parents, including: only
1 parent to attend the site; staggered/ allocated drop off/
pick up times; distancing measures; gathering at gates and
doors is not allowed; attending the site by pre-arranged
appointment only.
Signage is in place as appropriate to reinforce/ remind
people of the messages.

Signage has been placed for toilets.

Skeely
RPearson
SBoyle

Signage has been made/bought for around
the school and for the exterior site.
Markings placed on ground for 2m distancing
Staggered drop offs and collections have all
been communicated to staff and parents,
All children attending Care Club either before
or after school will be cared for by their class
teacher in their classroom from 8.45am
(normal start time) and until 3.30pm (normal
finish time) regardless of the staggered drop
off time for their class.
There will not be any additional costs to
parents.

Decisions have been made about allowing lettings,
including before or after school care provision, ensuring
safety, social distancing and cleaning.

NA re lettings.

SBoyle
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Care Club will operate before and after
school, the hall will be used in addition to
usual rooms. Additional staff have been
employed.
No after school enrichment clubs will take
place in the hall.
Physical/ Environmental/ Logistical Considerations (some overlap with Health and Safety)
Assessment Area

Safe entrances/ exits for staff and pupils are determined
such as staggered times/ one or multiple entrance or exit
points. E.g. use of fire exit doors that open to fresh air
utilised as primary entry/ exit points to reduce internal
circulation and help separate groups.

Entry and exit arrangements have been communicated/
marked out and will be supervised.
Where needed, there are instructions and/ or floor
markings (in terms of circulation route or travel direction)
e.g. one way systems, always walking close to the left hand
wall (from your perspective) when walking down corridors
not designated as one-way.
Rooms designated for use have been determined, will be
used as consistently as possible by each group, with
appropriate cleaning in between use should the group
change. *See note 4

RAG

Action taken

Arranged and Communicated to all staff and
parents.
(Initial communication re staggered drop
off/collection times sent home at the end of
term.
Updated handbook with details regarding
which door to access etc to be sent home
WB: 1st September (1 week prior to children
returning).
To be discussed further with staff on 3rd/4th
September
Communicated to all staff and parents.
All marked out.

Action to be taken

LA support /
project
needed?
SBoyle

SBoyle
SKeely

This will be talked and walked through with
staff on 3rd/4th September and shared with
children in the handbook and on their return

Rooms allocated for all classes
Pre School and Care Club (Wrap around Care)
to use the same rooms.

SBoyle
CGolder (Care Club
Manager)
EB (Pre school
Manager)
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Site agent and Care Club staff to clean in the
morning before handing over to pre school.

RPearson (site
Agent)

Site agent and pre school staff to clean at the
end of the school day prior to handing over
to care club.

All unnecessary furniture/ items have been removed from
classrooms and stored elsewhere to enable forward facing
desks.
Furniture is appropriately set-up to enable pupils to be
socially distanced as much as possible whilst taking into
account circulation routes and emergency egress needs.
Markings are in place where these are helpful e.g. seating
places, designated carpet places etc.

N.B Site agent working additional hours to
enable enhanced cleaning
All unnecessary furniture removed and
stored in music room.

Seating places designated, in forward facing
desks.

SBoyle
Line Managers

SBoyle

All children to have access to personal
equipment for regularly used resources eg.
Pencil, crayons.

Arranging classrooms with forward facing desks

It is likely that for younger children the emphasis will
be on separating groups, and for older children it will
be on distancing. For children old enough, they should
also be supported to maintain distance and not touch
staff where possible.
We recognise that younger children will not be able to
maintain social distancing, and it is acceptable for
them not to distance within their group.
Both the approaches of separating groups and
maintaining distance are not ‘all-or-nothing’ options,
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and will still bring benefits even if implemented
partially.

Arrangements are in place reduce movement around the
building. *See note 5

Markings on floor to denote direction of
travel and remind people to walk to left of
corridor

SBoyle
Line Managers to
ensure staff
conveyed to
children and year
group staff.

All downstairs classrooms have exterior
doors

Further alterations made to timetables that minimise
mixing and contact e.g. staggered break and lunchtimes, no
whole school worship in hall (worship via Zoom linked to
classroom)
Reduced capacity is stipulated for shared spaces (including
the staff room). Groups will not mix in these areas and
adequate cleaning in between groups’ using them is
ensured.

Office door to be locked and interior sliding
windows to be used to speak to office, share
documents/registers with office etc
Staggered breaks and lunches arranged

SBoyle

No whole school gathering, except remotely
via Zoom
Staff room furniture has been reduced and 9
members of staff to use at any one time.

SBoyle
Rpearson

Timetable for staff to use staffroom
Cleaning materials to be clearly available.
Enhanced cleaning schedule in place.
Covered by COSHH

Arrangements are in place help limit the number of children
using the toilets at any one time.

All toilets to be labelled for each class,
Limiting toilets used by a maximum of 30
pupils.

Communicate to
children on
arrival, from 7th
September

S Boyle

Staff to be divided into 2 colour groups to
limit number of people using each toilet.
Enhanced cleaning schedule for toilets

RPearson
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Resources designated for use have been determined, will
be used as consistently as possible by a group, with
appropriate cleaning in between use should the group
change.

Each child to have their own personal
resources on their table e.g pencils, crayons,
scissors etc (personal pencil pots/pencil
cases)

For individual and very frequently used equipment,
such as pencils and pens, it is recommended that staff
and pupils have their own items that are not shared.

Enhanced cleaning in place/rota to allow to
be unused for 48/72 hours for shared
resources.

Classroom based resources, such as books and games,
can be used and shared within the bubble; these should
be cleaned regularly, along with all frequently touched
surfaces. Resources that are shared between classes or
bubbles, such as sports, art and science equipment
should be cleaned frequently and meticulously and
always between bubbles, or rotated to allow them to be
left unused and out of reach for a period of 48 hours
(72 hours for plastics) between use by different
bubbles.

Computers will be cleaned between being
used by different classes. Special cleaning
wipes, suitable for computers, will be used.
Teaching Assistants in each class will clean
the computers before they are put away.

Outdoor playground equipment should be more
frequently cleaned. This would also apply to resources
used inside and outside by wraparound care providers

SBoyle
Class teachers/TA’s

MDSA’s
Care Club
staff/CGolder (Care
Club Manager)

All soft furnishings, soft toys and toys or equipment that
cannot be easily cleaned have been removed.
Shared resources taken home and the exchange of these
between pupils will be limited E.g. reading books, library
books.

All removed and stored in music room

SBoyle

Children limit the amount of equipment
they bring into school each day, to
essentials such as lunch boxes, hats, coats,
books

SBoyle

It is still recommended that pupils limit the amount of
equipment they bring into school each day, to

Children will be able to take reading
books home on a Monday and if finished
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essentials such as lunch boxes, hats, coats,
books…Bags are allowed. Pupils and teachers can take
books and other shared resources home, although
unnecessary sharing should be avoided, especially
where this does not contribute to pupil education and
development. Similar rules on hand cleaning, cleaning
of the resources and rotation should apply to these
resources.

the books can be returned on a Thursday
to go away for a 72 hours quarantine.
Another book will be given, to be
returned on a Monday and also go into
quarantine.
We will continue to encourage free use of
online books via Oxford Owl.
We will not be using the library initially
but will keep this under review.

Use of outdoor spaces will be maximised. These areas and
activities have been subject to suitable and sufficient risk
assessment and planned to enable groups to be separated
and safe practices adhered to.
The use of outdoor equipment will be avoided unless it can
be cleaned between groups and not used by groups
simultaneously.

Dining arrangements ensure children remain in their
groups, groups are separated and appropriate hygiene
arrangements e.g. staggered timings/ hand cleaning/
cleaning between sittings etc.

Field to be subdivided and marked out to
allow one bubble/class to use each section.
Playground and field to be timetabled
Climbing frame to be taped off and not in
use.
Additional playground equipment to be
stored away
Classes to have packed lunch in their
classrooms. (at least until half term, review
to take place near end of first half term)

SBoyle
NBill (Playground
&Field
timetable/rota)
RPearson to
maintain taping off

SBoyle
SLT

Lunch times to be staggered, timetable
shared
MDSA times amended to fit lunch schedule
Transport
The school is encouraging walking/ cycling.

Schools should encourage parents, staff and pupils to
walk or cycle to school if at all possible. Schools may
want to consider using ‘walking buses’ (a supervised

Conveyed to parents (in handbook) that
walking or cycling is preferred.

SBoyle

Children to walk next to parents, not run
ahead.
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group of children being walked to, or from, school), or
working with their local authority to promote safe
cycling routes.
The providers’ arrangements have been checked re.
cleaning arrangements, vehicle size and number, space
utilisation to allow for social distancing, users not sitting
face to face, etc. and the expectations not to attend work if
the member of staff or anyone in their household is
exhibiting Coronavirus symptoms.

Staggered drop off and collection times to be
adhered to.
CBC have checked providers arrangements.

SBoyle
SShires

SShires liaising with school transport and
parents. (SEMH provision, taxi’s)

Pupils on dedicated school services do not mix with the
general public on those journeys and tend to be
consistent. This means that the advice for passengers
on public transport to adopt a social distance of two
metres from people outside their household or support
bubble, or a ‘one metre plus’ approach where this is
not possible, will not apply from the autumn term on
dedicated transport.
The approach to dedicated transport should align as
far as possible with the principles underpinning the
system of controls set out in this document and with the
approach being adopted for your school.
Changes have been communicated to transport providers
re. start/ finish times etc.

Sonia Shires liaised with Transport re start
times and amended finish time

SBoyle
SShires

Appropriate actions have been taken to reduce risks if
social distancing is not possible e.g. a child with complex
needs cannot fasten a seat belt independently.

Risk assessments made

SBoyle
SShires

SEMH provision staff to collect children from
Taxi’s

(see above guidance)
Cleaning and hygiene
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Assessment Area

RAG

Action taken

Action to be
taken

LA support /
project
needed?

Also see:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings/covid-19decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings
There are sufficient hand cleaning stations around the site
and sufficient stocks of soap/ hand sanitiser.

Objects and surfaces considered likely to be frequently
touched / touched by multiple people have been identified
in all areas.

Cleaning frequently touched surfaces often using
standard products, such as detergents and bleach

Each class has own bathroom with basins and
soap.
Each class as Hand Sanitiser
Enhanced cleaning schedule, e.g door
handles, light switches.

SBoyle
RPearson
JGidley
SBoyle
RPearson

Each class has cleaning materials for use
throughout the day, when children not in
room.
Sign in, staff to use bar code on ID badge.
Communicated to staff.
Sanitiser adjacent to sign in screen

There are sufficient cleaning staff available, ensuring
cleaning between sessions/ change overs of pupil groups/
deep cleans as required.

Additional cleaning requirements have been assessed and
additional hours allocated accordingly.

Staff and visitors asked to sanitise hands on
entry.
Office staff to convey measures to visitors
Two cleaners daily.
Roger each day plus 1. (to review daily
initially and increase if required)
Cleaning team: Roger and Sam or Tommy
Cleaning team to be kept under review to
increase team/hours as required
Enhanced cleaning schedule discussed with
site agent and communicated to cleaning
staff.
Cleaning schedule reviewed and updated .

Office staff
RPearson

SBoyle
RPearson
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Cleaning protocols and expectations are revised (e.g.
revised frequency and to include frequently touched
surfaces, furniture, equipment and resources).
Arrangements have been made for enough tissues and bins

See above
Including enhanced cleaning between Care
Club and Pre School
Bins; All bins are lidded

SBoyle
RPearson

SBoyle
Rpearson
All Staff

The ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ approach continues to be
very important, so schools must ensure that they have
enough tissues and bins available in the school to
support pupils and staff to follow this routine.

Each classroom has own lidded bin and tissue
boxes

Avoid the use of cloths for washing or drying e.g. use paper
towels (where symptomatic person has been)

Discussed with site agent

RPearson

yes

JGidley
R Pearson
SBoyle

All staff encourage ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’

All surfaces that the symptomatic person has come into
contact with should be cleaned and disinfected,
including all potentially contaminated and frequently
touched areas such as bathrooms, door handles,
telephones, grab rails in corridors and stairwells
Use disposable cloths or paper roll and disposable
mop heads, to clean all hard surfaces, floors, chairs,
door handles and sanitary fittings – think one site, one
wipe, in one direction
Adequate stocks of cleaning and hygiene materials and PPE
(where required) have been ordered and delivered prior to
opening (including additional stocks of tissues and paper
towels if needed).

Use one of the options below:
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A combined detergent disinfectant solution at a dilution
of 1,000 parts per million available chlorine (ppm
av.cl.)
Or
A household detergent followed by disinfection (1000
ppm av.cl.). Follow manufacturer’s instructions for
dilution, application and contact times for all
detergents and disinfectants
or
If an alternative disinfectant is used within the
organisation ensure that it is effective against
enveloped viruses
Relevant staff know procedures for re-ordering and the
thresholds for re-ordering.

yes

JGidley
Rpearson

Site agent or other named person is responsible for
monitoring and reporting stock levels of cleaning and
hygiene materials.

Yes, Roger Pearson, Site agent

R Pearson

Health and Safety Considerations (Some overlap with physical/ environmental/ logistical considerations)
Assessment Area

All statutory requirements for fire safety continue to be
met in full e.g. Fire risk assessment and emergency
evacuation arrangements reviewed to take into account
any changes in use and layout of the building (N.B.: where

RAG

Action taken

Action to be
taken

Fire risk assessment and emergency
evacuation arrangements reviewed.

Evacuation
procedures to be
shared again with
all staff on 3rd/4th
September

Checked and identified fire wardens available
on site. (SKeely)

LA support /
project
needed?
SBoyle
SKeely
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schools don’t have the internal expertise to do so, they
should consult their schools fire risk assessment provider).

Staffing room/role changes necessitate a
change of staff/area responsible for. To be
discussed with staff during INSET day

Relevant changes have been made to usual safety
procedures and risk assessments and communicated to all
staff e.g. evacuation procedures, named people within
policies.
There are written procedures (including named responsible
people), should a case of COVID19 be suspected or
confirmed. There is a record of the training given to those
people in the correct and safe use of PPE in these specific
circumstances (putting on, taking off, disposing, what
circumstances they wear specific items, etc.).

See above

Plans detail when a school might need to be closed/ can
remain open in part e.g. if a deep clean is needed.

Yes,

In some cases, health protection teams may recommend
that a larger number of other pupils self-isolate at
home as a precautionary measure – perhaps the whole
site or year group. If schools are implementing controls
from this list, addressing the risks they have identified
and therefore reducing transmission risks, whole
school closure based on cases within the school will
not generally be necessary, and should not be
considered except on the advice of health protection
teams.

Online training for PPE for first aiders
undertaken.
Certificates given to SKeely
Signs/posters for donning and doffing located
where first aid will take place (also in box
with PPE)
Named people-Cathy Golder, Michaela
Bailey, Mel Gwilt, Adele Godin, Amy Susikow

sBoyle

Written
procedures to be
communicated
again on 3rd, 4th
September (taken
from guidance)

SBoyle

SBoyle
SLT

https://www.gov.uk/government/publication
s/containing-and-managing-localcoronavirus-covid-19-outbreaks/covid-19contain-framework-a-guide-for-localdecision-makers#annex-3-tiers-of-nationalrestriction
See Appendix 3 for further information about
‘Tiers’ and potential closures.
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In consultation with the local Director of Public
Health, where an outbreak in a school is confirmed, a
mobile testing unit may be dispatched to test others
who may have been in contact with the person who has
tested positive. Testing will first focus on the person’s
class, followed by their year group, then the whole
school if necessary, in line with routine public health
outbreak control practice.

PPE needs have been assessed in line with the guidance,
any required PPE obtained and there is a plan for
maintaining this. *See note 6

Small PPE pack from CBC
School has purchased own PPE too, sufficient
for each classroom to have their own box
plus the office and isolation room
H&S compliance checks have continued
throughout closure/Summer holiday

Health & Safety compliance checks have been undertaken.
e.g. fire alarm / detection / fighting equipment, emergency
lighting, legionella checks, flushing, descaling, etc. (and
recommissioning of systems where required – schools
should check their water safety risk assessment /
management plan for actions requed and / or contact their
risk assessor for advice as required). Could also signpost to
the Gvt guidance where schools are reopening after a
lengthy closure.
Review undertaken of premises aspects and equipment
subject to statutory inspection, maintenance, testing etc.
(e.g. fixed electrical, PAT, gas systems, pressure systems,
lifts and lifting equipment, ventilation systems, etc., and
remedial actions prioritised and scheduled accordingly.’
Communications
Assessment Area

Staff consulted and communicated with re. plans and this
risk assessment e.g. keeping groups within the one room as

JGidley
SBoyle

RPearson
SBoyle

PPM continuing,
Carried out during summer holiday

RAG

JGidley
RPearson
SBoyle

Action taken

Action to be
taken

classes allocated to rooms

Risk assessment
to be shared

LA support /
project
needed?
SBoyle
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far as possible, not mixing groups, cohorting (staff and
pupils) , cleaning protocols, limiting numbers of pupils using
toilets at one time, use of resources/ equipment etc.

Remind staff, parents and pupils of the hand cleaning
advice and to clean hands frequently throughout the day.
posters and signage are in place to encourage / remind
about personal hygiene, ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’, distancing,
etc. Also, posters and signage to indicate areas which side
of corridor to walk etc

The risk assessment, plans and protocols have been
discussed with staff and Governors and any training needs
identified.

See above re toilets, all allocated to classes,
staff groups
Risk assessment to be shared with staff prior
to start of term and discussed on INSET day.
Reminder communicated in letter to parents

Yes,
The Risk Assessment will be shared with all
staff (and volunteers) prior to the start of
term. The Risk Assessment will also be
discussed as part of the INSET days with all
staff.

with staff prior
to start of term
and discussed on
INSET day.
Signs, posters for SBoyle
handwashing to
be placed in all
SKeely
bathrooms and
discussed with
children on
return in
September
Signs about use
of bins to be
discussed with
children on
return in
September and
placed in
classrooms
To be discussed
with wider/all
staff in training
on 3rd/4th
September

SBoyle
Tcoles
SShires

Governors have read and met to discuss the
Risk Assessment. The Risk Assessment has
been approved by Governors.

Ensure all staff are aware of the guidance and the school’s
planned procedures re. ‘What Happens if Someone
Becomes Unwell at an Education or Childcare Setting’?

Share updated guidance and procedures with
all staff

To be discussed
with all staff

SBoyle
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Isolation room in practical room

‘stay at home: guidance for households with possible or
confirmed coronavirus (COVID-19) infection’

Guidance shared and discussed with first
aiders

The school has instructed parents not to enter the setting,
or to send their child into the setting, if they or a member
of their household is displaying Coronavirus symptoms.
Protocols for attending the site, drop off, pick up and not
gathering at gates or doors have been communicated to
staff and parents.

Clarified in letter to parents, in updated
handbook (being sent to parents wb 1st
September)
All communicated to parents, in updated
handbook (being sent to parents wb 1st
September)

Communications to staff and to parents about procedures
should they, or a member of their household, have
Coronavirus symptoms.

Clarified in letter to parents, in updated
handbook (being sent to parents wb 1st
September)

‘stay at home: guidance for households with possible or
confirmed coronavirus (COVID-19) infection’
testing and tracing for coronavirus (COVID-19).
Parents and staff made aware of the best way to
communicate with teachers/ staff.

Communications with parents of vulnerable children
needing PPE about the arrangements in place to ensure
safety when providing personal/ care needs.

Communication with any contractors attending site e.g.
caterers, cleaners, other contractors to fulfil statutory
testing maintenance tasks, planned (or delayed and

again in training
on INSET days

SBoyle

SBoyle

Reiterate to staff
on 3rd
September in
training.

Previously shared with staff, share again prior Explain about
to return and discuss on INSET day
testing
procedures if
required.
Clarified in letter to parents, updated
handbook.
Parents to telephone office, make an
appointment
No parent visitors in school without prior
arrangement. Limit visitors to site to
minimum
TColes, SShires, teachers previously discussed
with parents, to reiterate and explain to any
new parents
In updated handbook
Yes

SBoyle

SBoyle

Tcoles
SShires
SBoyle

RPearson
JGidley
SBoyle
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rescheduled) construction / building works, etc. School will
need to communicate with them to discuss plans for any
works in light of new restrictions and processes in place
within the school.
Communication with the transport providers/ LA re.
transport arrangements and plans conveyed to parents.
Provide parents with the guidance on safe travel. (Taxi’s)

Yes
Many parents choosing to transport own
child
Yes

SShires to continue
to liaise with CBC

NA lettings

SBoyle

SShires to continue
to liaise with CBC

Pupils on dedicated school services do not mix with the
general public on those journeys and tend to be
consistent. This means that the advice for passengers
on public transport to adopt a social distance of two
metres from people outside their household or support
bubble, or a ‘one metre plus’ approach where this is
not possible, will not apply from the autumn term on
dedicated transport.

Communication with lettings or before and after school
providers about plans and arrangements.

Care Club staff attend INSET day, Risk
Assessment shared and discussed with them

When open
Staff considerations
Assessment Area

RAG

Action taken

Arrangements for those staff in the extremely vulnerable
group and unable to attend work.

Staff surveyed, identified if previously
shielding.

Shielding measures have been paused from the 1st
August 2020, with the exception of areas where local
lockdown means that shielding will continue.

All staff expected back in September

Action to be
taken

LA support /
project
needed?
SBoyle
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Therefore, clinically extremely vulnerable can return to
school in September 2020 provided school has
implemented the system of controls outlined in
reopening guidance and in line with the school’s own
workplace risk assessment.
(Reopening Guidance 7.8.20)
Clear and regular communication links with those staff
shielding/ not attending the setting.

As above

SBoyle

Yes, See above

SBoyle

See above
Maintaining sufficient staff to deploy in the school,
enabling social distancing for staff and pupils, where
possible
Ensure the same teacher/ other staff are assigned to each
group and, as far as possible, these stay the same during
the day and on subsequent days, recognising some rotation
of specialist secondary staff.

All staff expected to return to work.
All bubbles to have two members of staff,
where possible, and not mixing with other
bubbles-see guidance

SBoyle

In this guidance for the autumn term, maintaining
consistent groups remains important, but given the
decrease in the prevalence of coronavirus (COVID-19)
and the resumption of the full range of curriculum
subjects, schools may need to change the emphasis on
bubbles within their system of controls and increase the
size of these groups.
Both the approaches of separating groups and
maintaining distance are not ‘all-or-nothing’ options,
and will still bring benefits even if implemented
partially. Some schools may keep children in their class
groups for the majority of the classroom time, but also
allow mixing into wider groups for specialist teaching,
wraparound care and transport, or for boarding pupils
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in one group residentially and another during the
school day. Siblings may also be in different groups.
Endeavouring to keep these groups at least partially
separate and minimising contacts between children will
still offer public health benefits as it reduces the
network of possible direct transmission.

Staff have been informed about H&S guidance and updates
to policy e.g. arrangements to manage first aid or if you/
another adult/ a child becomes ill.

Yes

There is a reliable means to keep staff informed and
updated about the school’s risk assessment and actions and
procedures arising from this.

Yes,
Zoom staff meetings,
Small group meetings, socially distanced
All staff communicated to via email
Bubbles all have a group leader:
Year R-Natalie Bill (SLT, EYFS leader)
Year 1-Siobhan Wright-(Year leader)
Year 2-Beth Ambler (SLT)
Year 3- Rianna North –(year leader), Natalie
Bill- (SLT/KS2 leader)
Year 4- Nicola Parker (year leader)
SEMH provision-Sonia Shires- SLT

Staff are aware of PPE guidance and any need for PPE.

Guidance has been shared
All first aiders undertaken PPE training

Staff workload, providing for pupils learning in school and
at home has been taken into account.

Google classroom maintained and all pupils
have a log in in the event of a future need

To be shared
SBoyle
again with
updated
guidance prior to
start of term and
on INSET days
Risk assessment SBoyle
to be shared
each staff group.

Guidance to be
clarified again
for school
reopening and
when PPE to be
used. September
INSET training

SBoyle

SBoyle
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(in event of isolation. Local lockdown

e.g. for isolation without symptoms, local
lockdown
SENCO has shared info with staff and parents

Staff are aware of, and supported in the use of, the
bereavement policy/ support available and how to access
this for themselves, pupils or families.

Known bereavements recorded on CPOMS
and families offered support
SENCO and DSL/Well being lead have
undertaken bereavement training
Recruitments following safer recruitment
processes

Recruitment processes have been determined, continuing
to enable safer recruitment.
Staff induction processes are updated re. new policy/
procedures alongside required checks.
Extend or revisit any staff contracts or processes impacted
by the current situation, communicating any changes to
staff e.g. timescales.
Pupils
Assessment Area

Tcoles
SShires

SBoyle
JGidley

Staff induction arranged by JGidley.

JGidley
SBoyle
SBoyle
JGidley

Yes, Actioned

RAG

Action taken

Action to be
taken

Pupils know where the hand cleaning stations are and to
use them frequently.

Explain once in school in September

To discuss with
children once in
school on 7th
September

Where possible keep pupils 2m apart. Brief transitory
contact is low risk e.g. passing in corridors.

Markings on floor, footprints etc all in place

LA support /
project
needed?
Staff in each bubble

SBoyle

Outside activities encouraged

It is likely that for younger children the emphasis will
be on separating groups, and for older children it will
be on distancing. For children old enough, they should
also be supported to maintain distance and not touch
staff where possible.

Classrooms to be well ventilated
Forward facing desks
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We recognise that younger children will not be able to
maintain social distancing, and it is acceptable for
them not to distance within their group.
Both the approaches of separating groups and
maintaining distance are not ‘all-or-nothing’ options,
and will still bring benefits even if implemented
partially.

Ensure that pupils are in the same groups as far as possible.
re not mixed during the day, or on subsequent days. E.g.
worship will be in classrooms for only that group, Zoom
separation at break times/lunches etc.
See above
Pupils know they must stay in the same groups and not mix
beyond their own group as far as possible. *See note 7

yes

Yes, communicated to parents and staff

SBoyle

Will be shared
with children
once in school on
7th September

Staff in each
bubble

Groups of pupils are based in the same classroom each day
and this is cleaned thoroughly before and after any other
groups use it and at the end of each day.

Yes, all in same classroom daily

RPearson
SBoyle

As far as possible, pupils sit in the same place, at the same
tables/ desks.
Pupils know the protocols for using toilet areas, including to
close toilet lids before flushing to prevent contamination
via splashing.

Yes, desk for each pupil allocated, no
swapping
Staff aware

SLT

Engage parents/ children in resources such as E-Bug and
PHE school resources.

In updated handbook,
Share again

Ebug is a Public Health England online resource. eBug
website.

Will be shared
once in school on
7th September

Staff in each
bubble

Will be shared
once in school in
September

Staff in each
bubble

School will use this resource amongst
other resources to explain to children
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about how to reduce spreading of germs.
There are also lesson plans on hand
washing and respiratory hygiene
Explicitly teach and supervise: handwashing, tissue disposal
and toilet flushing.” – from latest guidance released.

Part of planned activities with Children on 7th
September

Bins for tissues are lidded.

Lidded bins in classrooms.
Bags in bins.

Will be shared
once in on 7th
September

Staff in each
bubble
SBoyle
All staff

Catch it, bin it, kill it shared with children and staff
Help is available for those pupils who cannot clean their
hands independently.
Support for those children who cannot easily understand or
remember safety and hygiene measures e.g. social stories,
symbols, braille etc.

Staff seek to prevent the sharing of stationary and other
equipment where possible.
Shared materials and surfaces are cleaned more frequently.
Enhanced cleaning schedule by site agent and team

Appropriate support for pupils who may have difficulty
settling back into school.
Managing anxiety e.g. support re. school refusers/

Teachers to discuss and show children,
Support from a distance if required
Markings and signs on floor
Social stories prepared

SBoyle
All staff
Tcoles
SShires
SBoyle

Each child has their own equipment

Class teachers
SBoyle

Each adult has their own equipment
Cleaning equipment in each classroom:
 Anit bac spray,
 Wipes,
 Nitrile gloves,
 Aprons,
 Hand sanitiser
 Blue cloth-multi purpose,
 Green cloth-tables
 Spare bin liners
 Soap in children’s toilets
 Tissues
Teachers have considered difficulties that
children may have and the first weeks
‘curriculum’ will be supporting this transition
SENCO and Inclusion lead/Attendance lead to
support families

JGidley
RPearson
SBoyle

Tcoles
SShires
SBoyle
Tcoles
SShires
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We are asking schools to work with families to secure
regular school attendance from the start of term as this
will be essential to help pupils catch up on missed
education, make progress and promote their wellbeing
and wider development

SBoyle

We are asking schools and local authorities to:
communicate clear and consistent expectations around
school attendance to families (and any other
professionals who work with the family where
appropriate) throughout the summer ahead of the new
school year
identify pupils who are reluctant or anxious about
returning or who are at risk of disengagement and
develop plans for re-engaging them. This should
include disadvantaged and vulnerable children and
young people, especially those who were persistently
absent prior to the pandemic or who have not engaged
with school regularly during the pandemic
use the additional catch-up funding schools will
receive, as well as existing pastoral and support
services, attendance staff and resources and schools’
pupil premium funding to put measures in place for
those families who will need additional support to
secure pupils’ regular attendance
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid19-catch-up-premium#history
work closely with other professionals as appropriate to
support the return to school, including continuing to
33

notify the child’s social worker, if they have one, of
non-attendance
We will issue further technical guidance for schools to
record attendance and absence, including what data
schools will be asked to return to the department.

A revised curriculum and planned additional provision for
pupils’ SEMH on return to school

DfE asks that schools meet the following key
expectations if considering revisions to their school
curriculum for academic year 2020 to 2021:
Teach an ambitious and broad curriculum in all
subjects from the start of the autumn term, but make
use of existing flexibilities to create time to cover the
most important missed content, prioritisation within
subjects of the most important components for
progression is likely to be more effective than removing
subjects, which pupils may struggle to pick up again
later. In particular, schools may consider how all
subjects can contribute to the filling of gaps in core
knowledge, for example through an emphasis on
reading

Teachers have considered SEMH difficulties
that children may have and the first weeks
‘curriculum’ will be supporting this transition.
Teachers and subject leaders have identified
gaps/objectives that may not be secure due
to either being taught via remote learning or
if children were in school, not all children in
Year group may have attended during
summer term or potentially objectives that
were missed completely.
Teachers have prioritised objectives to
teach/reteach.

SBoyle
SLT/keystage leaders
SShireswellbeing/PSHE lead
All teachers

Aim to return to the school’s normal curriculum in all
subjects by summer term 2021: Substantial
modification to the curriculum may be needed at the
start of the year, so teaching time should be prioritised
to address significant gaps in pupils’ knowledge with
the aim of returning to the school’s normal curriculum
content by no later than summer term 2021.
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Plan on the basis of the educational needs of pupils:
Curriculum planning should be informed by an
assessment of pupils’ starting points and addressing
the gaps in their knowledge and skills, in particular
making effective use of regular formative assessment
(for example, quizzes, observing pupils in class,
talking to pupils to assess understanding, scrutiny of
pupils’ work) while avoiding the introduction of
unnecessary tracking systems.
Develop remote education so that it is integrated into
school curriculum planning: Remote education may
need to be an essential component in the delivery of the
school curriculum for some pupils, alongside
classroom teaching, or in the case of a local lockdown.
All schools are therefore expected to plan to ensure any
pupils educated at home for some of the time are given
the support they need to master the curriculum and so
make good progress.

Timetables and curriculum adapted to include more socially
distant activities where needed.

Plans and activities to help pupils to socially distance and
further plans to support SEND pupils to understand this.

Teachers are planning for activities at
forward facing tables and outside allocated
areas. Activities to be consider socially
distancing where possible

All activities planned carefully
Social stories prepared for those that need
that support

SBoyle
SLT/keystage leaders

To be shared
with children
once in

SShireswellbeing/PSHE lead
All teachers
Tcoles
All teachers

Social stories
where
appropriate
(some shared
prior to holiday)
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Guidance and arrangements in respect of pupils needing
1:1 or physical/posiitve handling, communicated clearly to
staff, parents and pupils.

Risk Assessments undertaken for each child
with an EHCP and additional measures taken
in the provision

TColes
SShires

Risk Assessments written in collaboration
with class teachers and support staff,
communicated to all relevant staff
Bereavement support signposted by SENCO,
shared with families of known bereavements,
shared with other parents in updated
handbook.
All EHCP reviews were undertaken remotely.

Trained staff, communication processes and resources to
provide bereavement support. The availability of which is
communicated to parents.
SEND Reviews/ actions outstanding for pupils with SEND
have been rescheduled appropriately.

TColes

Tcoles
All teachers

Reviews of SEND Support Plans were able to
take place remotely and documents
communicated to parents/sent in post or
posted by hand.
Arrangements made in respect of any specialist provision
on site and communicated to all relevant people.

Yes

SShires
SBoyle

Transition
Assessment Area

Intentions/ initial plans for transition have been
communicated to parents.

RAG

Action taken

NBill has liaised with Pre school and some
transition activities were undertaken in
Summer term for children moving up to
Reception e.g. staff introductions and reading
outside to a small group of children.

Action to be
taken

LA support /
project
needed?
Tcoles
Nbill
Reception team
Pre-School

Google Classroom set up for Reception class,
transition videos and information uploaded
for all reception children.
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Nbill, CBishopp and TColes and support staff
all involved in transition arrangements.
Further transition arranged for September.
Parents of Reception children have the
opportunity to talk with Reception class
teachers during week 1 of Autumn term.
Reception children have one week of part
time before they start full time.

Creativity in enabling transition activities to support pupils
in preparation for September.

Year leaders/Teachers have contacted
parents directly where new children are due
into other year groups.

Year leaders/Class
teachers

Photobook, video, Google Classroom package

NBill
Reception team
TColes
Year leaders

Transfer/ receiving of meaningful information to receiving
setting/ teacher.

NBill liaised with pre school in Summer term.

NBill
CBishopp
TColes

All reception parents invited to make an
appointment with reception class teachers in
week 1 (no reception children in school week
1, whilst all other year groups settle)
Safeguarding
Assessment Area

Any additional risk assessments required to safeguard
vulnerable pupils are in place.

RAG

Action taken

Social worker contact.

Action to be
taken

Action by whom

LA support /
project
needed?

SShires

Risk Assessment for pupils

We acknowledge that some pupils will return to school
having been exposed to a range of adversity and
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trauma including bereavement, anxiety and in some
cases increased welfare and safeguarding risks. This
may lead to an increase in social, emotional and
mental health concerns and some children, particularly
vulnerable groups such as children with a social
worker and young carers, will need additional support
and access to services such as educational
psychologists, social workers, and counsellors.
Additionally, provision for children who have SEND
may have been disrupted during partial school closure
and there may be an impact on their behaviour.
Schools will need to work with local services (such as
health and the local authority) to ensure the services
and support are in place for a smooth return to schools
for pupils.

Any necessary changes or addendums have been made to
the safeguarding Policy, which has been reviewed for
further changes.

Safeguarding policy reviewed

SBoyle
SShires

Behaviour policy has Covid 19 addendum
Social distancing policy written
Home school agreement has a Covid 19
edition, agreed to by all parents if their child
is returning to school

Ensuring a DSL is available to the school, in person, by
phone or virtually in all staffing scenarios, and that staff are
aware of these arrangements.
Are all staff aware of LA arrangements for contacting the
LADO, MASH, social workers.

On website, in updated handbook for
reopening and shared directly with parents.
Yes , 3 DSL’s: Sonia, Cathy, Sarah
At least 1 DSL always on site
Yes
To be reminded again in Safeguarding update
as part of INSET in September

SBoyle
SShires
CGolder
SBoyle
SShires
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Where staff have been deployed/ appointed, they are
aware of the safeguarding processes and codes of conduct
they should adhere to.
Safer recruitment processes being adhered to.

Also on staffroom noticeboard
Yes, part of induction

SBoyle
SShires

Safeguarding update, KCSIE 2020 to be
shared as part of INSET
Yes

SBoyle
JGidley

The Single Central Record (SCR) is up-to-date and
monitored with changes to staffing/ volunteers in the
school.

Yes

Informing relevant staff of any ‘need to know’ information
for pupils.

All shared with staff

Preparation for a possible increase in disclosures/ concerns
on return.

DSL experienced and supported by two
deputy DSL’s

SBoyle
SShires
CGolder

Recording and reporting of incidents during the closure.
Any further reporting/ following-up needed?

All incidents reported during closure
recorded on CPOM’s

SBoyle
SShires
CGolder

Communication with vulnerable families during the closure
and on return.

The e-safety/ online safety policy covers all safeguarding
risks for pupils accessing learning at home.

At least weekly communication with families
during closure and all recorded on CPOM’s
Staff aware of vulnerable families returning
in September
Yes

SBoyle
JGidley

SENCO to meet
with each 1:1 TA
and talk through
risk assessment
for child during
September
INSET

TColes

All teachers
All staff

SBoyle
CBishopp
(Computing lead)
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Ready in event of remote learning necessary due to
isolation or local lockdown

SShires (DSL)

Families’ access to support during school closure has been
evaluated e.g. food parcels, pastoral support.

Vulnerable families have been identified,
SENCO, Inclusion lead and teachers
supporting

Families will need on-going engagement/ communication
whilst returning to normality have been identified.

Vulnerable families have been identified,
SENCO, Inclusion lead and teachers
supporting

TColes (SENCO)
SBoyle
SWright (Pupil
Premium lead)
TColes (SENCO)
SBoyle
SShires-(Inclusion
lead/attendance)
SWright (Pupil
Premium lead)

Governance/ Leadership (Refer to previous sections and decide which aspects Governors should be aware of/ involved in making
decisions about e.g. feasibility of staffing)
Assessment Area

Governors’ understanding of the ways that the crisis has
impacted on staff/ pupils/ the school and their ability to
support the school during a transition to normality.

RAG

Action taken

Yes,
Head meeting regularly with Chair of
Governors

Action to be
taken

LA support /
project
needed?
SBoyle
M Reddick (Chair of
Governors)
Governing Board

Governors are involved in the discussion and planning for
reopening.

FGB kept updated
Yes,
Head meeting regularly with Chair of
Governors

SBoyle
M Reddick (Chair of
Governors)
Governing Board

Governors know how they will support Leaders during
phases of reopening and how they will assure themselves
of the safety of staff and pupils.
What will the determining factors be for the decisions they
will need to make?

FGB kept updated, Extraordinary meeting to
share Risk Assessment and reopening plans.
See above.
Risk assessment to be shared with Chair of
Governors and Governing Board

SBoyle
M Reddick
Governing Board
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Planned reviews to evaluate what is happening on a regular
basis.

Operational procedures relating to safety to
be shared
Planned weekly updates, or more if required

Aspects of governance/ meetings/ reporting that can be put
aside to fully enable and support leaders to manage the
immediate situation have been identified.

Yes, business critical things only

Governors/ leaders have determined how they will
communicate the intended plan for re-opening the school.

Reopening booklet/Handbook shared with
parents previously, updated handbook to be
shared Wb 1st September.

SBoyle
SLT
RPearson (Site
Agent)
JGidley (Office
Manager)
SBoyle
M Reddick (Chair of
Governors)
SKeely (Clerk to
Governing Board)
Governing Board
SBoyle

Financial/ business/ resourcing
Catering contracts and facilities as pupils begin to return.

Catering company to come in to deep clean
kitchen, completed in summer holiday

Any financial loss to the school/ ability to claim back losses
from the government is known.
Sufficient cleaning materials.

Yes

PPE available if appropriate.

Yes
All classrooms have box of PPE for first
aiders/staff as required

Yes

JGidley
SBoyle
Gemma (Kitchen
Manager)
JGidley
SBoyle
SBoyle
Rpearson (Site
Agent)
JGidley
Review regularly JGidley
with risk
SBoyle
assessment

Current guidance states that staff are not
currently expected or required to wear PPE
for teaching. However at Silsoe Lower, staff
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members who move between classes and
bubbles e.g. to teach Music, French, cover
PPA, deliver interventions will have the
option to wear a face shield/clear visor.
These have been purchased by school.
We will keep this under review and follow
the guidance as a minimum. We will do
everything possible to ensure that staff feel
safe and are safe and comfortable when
teaching, particularly when teaching different
classes. Therefore visors may be an option
for all staff.
Staff supporting children with comple
Learning materials/ resources in stock ready for pupils on
return.
* Notes

Yes

SBoyle
Skeely

1. Shielding guidance updated 1st August, see guidance
2. Additional staff may be placed with each group if required to meet pupils’ needs as part of a risk assessment or an EHCP.
3. All children are now expected to return to school, see guidance 7.8.2
4. Where possible, all spaces should be well ventilated using natural ventilation (opening windows) or ventilation units. Prop doors, where safe to do so (bearing in mind fire safety and
safeguarding), to limit use of door handles and aid ventilation.
5. Reduce movement around the building by accessing rooms directly from outside where possible and considering one-way circulation, or place a divider down the middle of the corridor to
keep groups apart as they move through the setting where spaces are accessed by corridors.
6. If a child, young person or other learner becomes unwell with symptoms of coronavirus while in their setting and needs direct personal care until they can return home. A fluid-resistant
surgical face mask should be worn by the supervising adult if a distance of 2 metres cannot be maintained. If contact with the child or young person is necessary, then disposable gloves, a
disposable apron and a fluid-resistant surgical face mask should be worn by the supervising adult. If a risk assessment determines that there is a risk of splashing to the eyes, for example from
coughing, spitting, or vomiting, then eye protection should also be worn. (all staff dealing with child or adult with Covid symptoms at Silsoe will wear PPE)
7. Consider how to encourage young children to learn and practise these habits through games, songs and repetition.
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Please also refer to the following Government Guidance when completing the risk assessment:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools

safe working in education, childcare and children’s social care settings, including the use of personal protective equipment (PPE)
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings

e-Bug coronavirus (COVID-19) website
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance
https://www.rcog.org.uk/en/guidelines-research-services/guidelines/coronavirus-pregnancy/
https://www.rcog.org.uk/globalassets/documents/guidelines/2020-08-10-occupational--health--advice--for--employers-and--pregnant-women-during-thecovid-19-pandemic.pdf
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